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Context – European Commission Call for Advice (CfA)
 The EBA receives Calls for Advice on a range of topics where the European Commission (EC) requires further
clarification.
 In response to a call for advice, the EBA conducts a technical analysis and usually issues an Opinion
and publishes an evidence-based Report.

 CfA on Benchmarks of National Enforcement Frameworks - Objective
 Exercise to produce 27 EU Benchmarks and understand the efficiency of national enforcement
procedures.
 2019 Jul/Dec: 1st phase of data collection;
 2020 Apr: preliminary report delivered;
 2020 May-Oct: 2nd phase of data collection, final benchmarks, complete data analysis and final
report.
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Data quality issues: Sample of reporting banks
Representativeness of bank sample?
 Ad-hoc exercise – participation not mandatory for
banks.

Size
Types of
enforcement
proceedings

Location

Business
model

Asset quality
Asset classes

 Representativeness: No data available, number of
banks too small.
 The EBA proposed 310 banks for inclusion
based on banks’ size, business model and
jurisdiction – the selection was up to the national
authorities.
 Data collection on individual basis – would such data
be held for all subsidiaries?
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Data quality issues: Sample of reporting banks
Ending up with data of 160 banks:
• Not all had data to report or reported partially filled templates;

• Some were unable to obtain the data or considered the data collection too burdensome to participate;
• Nevertheless, a rich dataset of over 1.5 million loans collected – unevenly dispersed across asset classes
(e.g. 4000 for corporates, over 800.000 for retail – other consumer loans) and not always representative
of business models and size of banks.
BANKS PROVIDING LOANS FOR CORP&SME BY
SIZE
Large
19%

Small
56%

NUMBER OF LOANS FOR CORP&SME BY
BANK SIZE
Small
12%
Medium
30%

Medium
25%

Large
58%
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Data quality issues: Reported data
Issues:

 Ad-hoc data request;

 Loan level;

 First time such data is  Data collection in
requested;
Excel;
 Poor data quality.

A lot of missing
data

Outliers and
implausible
values

Different
interpretation
of instructions

Misreported
values

Unreadable
formats
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Data quality issues – What to do?
Steps taken to improve the benchmarks:
 Datasets cleaned to maximize the amount of
useful data, reduce the number of issues and
ensure consistency in the dataset used for
analysis;



Using formulae for recovery rates, taking into
account ratios calculated from the reported
numerical values as opposed to ratios reported by
banks:

 Multiple rounds of DQ reports and bilateral
contact with authorities;
 Outlier analysis;
 Thresholds for numerical variables  do
negative values make sense?
 Display both simple and weighted averages.

Time to Recovery: length of the recovery period (from the start of
the formal enforcement procedure to the date of ultimate
recovery).
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Results - EU 27 simple averages: benchmarks by asset classes







Collateralised lending including residential real estate and commercial real estate present higher recovery
rates than the remaining asset classes.
Retail credit cards present the lowest recovery rates, but are characterised by the shortest recovery times.
Retail in general (credit cards and other consumer loans) show the highest levels of judicial cost to recovery.
Loans to corporates always present higher recovery rates than loans to SMEs, whereas the time to recovery
tends to be rather similar for the two loan categories.
Loans to SMEs also show one of the highest judicial cost to recovery.
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Results - EU 27 Benchmarks


Very rich and unique information across
the 27 EU MS (public good)



37 Figures/charts and 61 Tables of data



Different banks’ business models and
sizes



Observations



Time span (loans that started the
enforcement before Dec-2015 and closed
the enforcement before Dec-2018 and
loans that started the enforcement after
Dec-2015 and they were still ongoing in
Dec-2018)

Recovery rates (gross and net), time to recovery and judicial cost to recovery
for each asset class (27 EU simple average – two indicators: Simple Average
at loan level and Simple Average by Country)
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Results - EU 27 simple averages: SMEs benchmarks
EU Benchmarks – Gross Recovery rate (%), per EU Member-State –
SMEs

EU Benchmarks – Net Recovery rate (%), per EU Member-State –
SMEs

EU Benchmarks – Time to Recovery (years), per EU Member-State –
SMEs

EU Benchmarks – Judicial Cost to Recovery (%), per EU MemberState – SMEs
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Results - EU 27 simple averages: benchmarks (dispersion)





Dispersion across countries for all the
benchmarks under study is evident
The recovery rates show a strong
dispersion, with
 many observations with low
recovery and
 many with complete recovery

Recovery Rates (Gross and Net), Time to Recovery and Judicial Cost to Recovery per
asset class (27 EU simple average at loan level) for secured loans that have
completed the enforcement procedure

For instance, for secured loans that have
completed the enforcement procedure:
 The dispersion in the recovery
rates is higher for SMEs and
Corporate than for Real Estate
(Commercial and Residential).
 The dispersion in the judicial costs
to recovery are higher in
Residential Real Estate and
Commercial Real Estate.
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Results - Data analysis and positive characteristics of
the enforcement frameworks
Recovery rates
Time to Recovery

Net recovery and recovery rate (Firms: Corporate and
SMEs

Recovery rate
 The distributions are bimodal with many observations with
low recovery and many with complete recovery.
 Bimodal distributions of bank loan recoveries are also found
in Asarnow and Edwards (1995), Felsovalyi and Hurt (1998),
Franks et al. (2004), Araten et al. (2004) and Caselli et al.
(2008).
Time to recovery
 The analysis focuses on the observed and expected duration
of time until the end of the formal process of enforcement
(the event of interest).
 The statistical method is named survival analysis and the
survival time (of the formal process of enforcement) is
measured in years using the variable ‘time to recovery’
(predicting the duration of the event). For details, see Cox,
1972; and Allison, 2010).
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Results - Data analysis and positive characteristics of the enforcement
frameworks - Methodology
 Recovery rate
The recovery rate is restricted to the interval between 0 and 1.
- Due to the bounded nature of the dependent variable one cannot implement an ordinary least
squares (OLS) regression since the predicted values from the OLS regression can never be
guaranteed to lie in the unit interval.
- We use logit models
We build successive models by enforcement qualitative characteristics. Each qualitative
characteristic is a dummy variable in the regression
Cross-sectional analysis
Clustered standard errors
We have sampled data from a population using clustered sampling for the participating banks and
we want to say something about the broader population of banks.
- Given the sampling design, we clustered standard errors by banks and by country of enforcement.
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Results - Data analysis and positive characteristics of the enforcement
frameworks - Methodology
Qualitative characteristics (EC Questionnaire) –
examples of questions
Report “Analysis of the individual and collective
loan enforcement laws in the EU Member
States”, 2019.
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Results - Data analysis and positive characteristics of the enforcement
frameworks - Methodology
Variables

Description

Time to recovery (years) of the participating bank

The length of the recovery period (as part of the recovery rate process, from the start of the formal enforcement status to the
date of ultimate recovery from the formal enforcement procedures).

Efficiency 2018 (Ratio) of the participating bank

Noninterest expense before foreclosed property expense, amortization of intangibles, and goodwill impairments as a percent
of net interest income (fully taxable equivalent, if available) and noninterest revenues, excluding only gains from securities
transactions and nonrecurring items. For European banks, expenses include foreclosed property and amortization of
intangibles and income includes security transactions. Source: SNL Financial Fundamentals.

Additional/control
Average
GDP growth betweenvariables
2013 and 2018:
avgGDP_growth_13_18

Average GDP growth between 2013 and 2018, per EU member. Source: Eurostat.

Log of the average Real GDP per capita between
2013 and 2018: lnaGDPpercap13_18

Log of the average Real GDP per capita between 2013 and 2018, per EU member. Source: Eurostat.

Legal origin: d_Legalorigin

Size category of the participating bank:
d_bsize_cat2

Legal origin based on four groups corresponding to type of legal system of each EU member: 1=Germanic; 2=French; 3=AngloSaxon; or 4=Nordic.
French Law: BE, ES, FR, GR, IT, LT, LU, MT, NL, PT, RO;
Germanic Law: AT, BG, HR, CZ, EE, DE, HU, LV, PL, SK, SI;
Anglo-Saxon Law: CY, IE;
Nordic Law: DK, FI, SE, NO.
Source : La Porta et al. 1997; 1998.
Size category of the bank: 1=Small; 2=Medium; or 3=Large. Small banks (total assets below 10 billion EUR). Medium-sized
banks (total assets between 10 and 50 billion EUR). Large banks (total assets above 50 billion EUR).

Business model of the participating bank:
d_b_BM

Business model of the participating bank: 1=Cross-border Universal; 2=Retail-oriented; 3=Corporate-oriented; or 4=Other
specialised. Source: EBA Staff Paper on Business Models.
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Results - Data analysis and positive characteristics of the enforcement
frameworks – Time to Recovery – Legal Origin (examples)
In addition, the legal origin (Germanic, French, Anglo-Saxon, Nordic) of the judicial system underlying the enforcement
framework is found to explain the recovery rates and time to recovery (also found in previous studies)
Firms (Corporate and SMEs) – for example, as regards creditors' chances to impact on the proceedings through creditor
committees (D25):
- higher recovery rate but also with a shorter time to recovery if the legal origin is Germanic.
- however, significantly higher time to recovery if the legal origin is Nordic.

Estimated survival curves for the characteristic D25, by legal origin (left panel: Germanic; right panel: Nordic)
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Results - Data analysis and positive characteristics of
the enforcement frameworks







Both types of reforms (legal framework
characteristics or judicial capacity) are
important to improve the efficiency of the
recoveries;
For the legal framework (for instance):
 out-of-court enforcement of collateral;
 absence of long moratoria that suspend
enforcement of collateral;
 possibility for creditors to influence the
proceedings through creditor committees;
 absence of privileges (prior rank)
 triggers for collective insolvency proceeding
taking into consideration debtor's future
positive/negative cash flow;
For the judicial capacity (for instance):
 the existence of courts/judges specialised in
insolvency cases;
 the possibility of electronic communication
with courts and insolvency administrators.

In most of the cases (i.e. with exceptions), the same
positive characteristics (factors) contribute to both:

increase the recovery rates; and


reduce the time to recovery;
In addition, the legal origin was found to be an important
factor explaining the recovery rates and time to recovery.
Estimated survival curves for the characteristics of the enforcement
frameworks D22, by legal origin (left chart: Germanic; right chart: French)
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Policy discussions


This Final Report responds to the CfA by providing insights on the formal enforcement procedures.



This CfA on insolvency practices is the first exercise of its kind in the EU and the results need to be
interpreted with some caution. The report contains a large amount of unique information.



The Final Report presents:


the EU Benchmarks for Recovery Rates, Times to Recovery and Judicial Costs to Recovery;



econometric analysis to study possible positive characteristics of the enforcement
frameworks, i.e. characteristics that tend to improve the recovery outcomes.



Progress in harmonising national insolvency practices is a necessary condition for the CMU.



Regular and standardised information about the evolution of individual national regimes and legal
characteristics that contribute to more efficient processes is valuable.



The findings inform the EBA and the European Commission about possible positive characteristics of
the enforcement frameworks at a time when insolvencies/NPLs can be expected to rise.
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ANNEX

CfA on National Loan Enforcement Frameworks - Data Collection
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Main indicators
Gross recovery rate:
- Total amount recovered through the formal enforcement process before or after its completion, as a share of the
total defaulted exposure (in terms of notional amount outstanding at time of default).
Net recovery rate:
- Total net recovered (i.e. net of total costs for recovery through the formal enforcement process before or after its
completion) as a share of the total defaulted exposure (again, in terms of notional amount outstanding at time of
default).
Time to recovery:
- Length (in years) of the recovery period. Specifically, as part of the recovery process, the time is recorded from the
start of the formal enforcement status to the date of ultimate recovery from the formal enforcement procedures.
Judicial cost to recovery:
- Judicial costs as a share of the notional amounts at the time of default.
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Main indicators
Simple average at loan level:
- Total number of observations per variable (i.e., a simple average over the total number of loans in the 27 EU
Member States).
It is therefore influenced by the EU Members States with the highest number of observations.
Simple average by country:
- Simple average of all EU Member States’ simple averages.
It is therefore less biased towards the countries with the highest number of observations.
Formal enforcement procedures:
Include cases in which the judicial system and the respective enforcement framework is used (e.g. not only court
decisions but also possible simplified legal processes before going to court). All cases of formal/legal enforcement
procedures should be included (e.g. asset seizure possibilities; lawsuit filing; court judgements in relation to
enforcement of unsecured claims) and may be initiated either by a bank or any third party for the same loan. This also
includes different types of collateral/guarantees, such as an ECA guarantee, PRI´s insurance, bank guarantee and
similar. If the judicial system of the respective jurisdiction treats the following proceedings as formal processes of debt
collection (i.e. executory proceedings; executory auctions; and auctions performed by auction companies - also called
voluntary in the respective legislation), these cases should be included in the exercise.
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Methodology

Recovery rate
- We test the impact of enforcement/insolvency framework (independent variables) onto the recovery rate
(dependent variable).
- We apply cross-sectional estimation (average effect) to empirically prove the relationship.
- We use a multivariate approach to investigate the degree to which judicial efficiency affects the level of recovery
rates across the EU Member States.
- The data collected in this study shows that for the recovery rates, the distributions across different asset classes
are bimodal, i.e. there are many observations with low rates of recovery and many with high rates of (or complete)
recovery. Bimodal distributions of bank loan recoveries are also found in Asarnow and Edwards (1995) and other
studies. Dullmann & Trapp, 2004 , utilize a logit-normal distribution and empirically analyse the recovery rates.
Following a proposal by Schonbucher, 2003, the recovery rate is modelled as a logit transformation of a normally
distributed random variable Yj. The recovery rate R (Yj (X)) follows a logit–normal distribution
- When controlling for various qualitative factors in the EU enforcement frameworks (including insolvency), we
confirm that: enforcement/insolvency qualitative characteristics matters as the total recovery rate depends on
some characteristics.
- More precisely,
- some characteristics are associated to higher recovery rates.
- on the other hand, some other characteristics of the country enforcement characteristics are
significantly associated to lower recovery rates.
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Methodology

Time to Recovery

- the analysis focuses on the observed and expected duration of time until the end of the formal process of
enforcement (the event of interest).

- the statistical method applied is survival analysis, and the survival time of the formal process of enforcement is
measured in years using the variable Time to Recovery.
- the study uses the Cox proportional hazards model (Cox model, a semi-parametric method) and to validate the
model’s predictive ability it uses both the Kaplan-Meier survival curves and the log-rank test for equality of survivor
functions (for details, see Cox, 1972; and Allison, 2010).
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Results - Data analysis and positive characteristics of the enforcement
frameworks – Recovery rates - Regressions (examples)

Firms (Corporate and SMEs) - characteristics (factors) that are associated with higher recovery rates
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Results - Data analysis and positive characteristics of the enforcement
frameworks – Recovery rates - Regressions (examples)

Commercial Real Estate (CREs) - characteristics (factors) that are associated with higher recovery rates
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Results - Data analysis and positive characteristics of the enforcement
frameworks – Time to Recovery - Regressions (examples)

Firms (Corporate and SMEs) - Parameter estimates for the hazard ratios – variables associated with shorter time to recovery
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Data analysis and positive characteristics of
the enforcement frameworks
Summary of the positive characteristics of the enforcement frameworks per asset class
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Results - Data analysis and positive characteristics of
the enforcement frameworks
Positive characteristics of the enforcement frameworks that are common to three or more asset classes







Legal instruments to enable out-of-court enforcement of collateral collateral available;
Absence of long moratoria that suspend enforcement of collateral;
Possibility for creditors to influence the proceedings through creditor committees;
Absence of privileges (prior rank) for debt towards specific types of creditors/debt (such
as government, social security, wages, pension schemes);
Triggers for collective insolvency proceeding taking into consideration debtor's future
positive/negative cash flow.

On the basis of this analysis, it seems these could be useful reforms to think about
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